Vertex vector sequential projection for the resolution of three-way data.
Usually, the PARAFAC2 method is utilized for handling retention time shifts in resolving chromatographic three-way data. It requires all profiles shift the same amount, which, unfortunately, seems unlikely the case in the practice of chromatographic analysis of multi-component samples. The present authors deal with the problem by unfolding the three-way data array along a certain direction into one matrix and setting up a multi-bilinear model. Then, a new method called vertex vector sequential projection (VVSP) is proposed to select pure variables and then the alternating least squares (ALS) procedure is used to iteratively improve the fit of the data to the multi-bilinear model. With a good estimate that is as close as possible to the pure variables, a fast convergence can be expected. Moreover, no prerequisite on the shifting is required and the multi-bilinear model provides a plausible manner to make use of the multi-sample information. An additional advantage is that the present fitting procedure is easier to adjust when constraints such as non-negativity, unimodality, etc., are to be imposed on the loading matrix. The proposed method is evaluated with simulated and real chemical data sets. Satisfactory resolution results are obtained, which demonstrates the performance of the proposed method.